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Family Affair + The Bet - Debbie Macomber
2012-06-26
Lacey Lancaster always longed to be a wife and
mother. However, after a painful divorce, she
just wants to lay low in her charming San
Francisco apartment with her beautiful
Abyssinian cat, Cleo. Everything would be
wonderful if it wasn't for her impossible
neighbor, Jack Walker, who argues day and
night with his girlfriend . . . and whose cat, Dog,
is determined to get Cleo to succumb to his
feline advances. And when Lacey discovers that
Cleo's in the family way, she's furious that
neither Jack nor his amorous animal seems
terribly upset about it. But things aren't always
what they appear. Jack's "girlfriend" isreally his
sister—and his intentions toward Lacey are quite
honorable (though she's not sure about Dog).
And out of the blue, Lacey is discovering the
tender joy of falling in love all over again.
Broken Juliet - Leisa Rayven 2015-04-28
How do you fix a love that's been broken beyond
repair? For years, Cassie Taylor tried to forget
about Ethan Holt. He was the one great love of
her life, and when he failed to return her love, a
part of her died forever. Or so she thought. Now
she and Ethan are sharing a Broadway stage,
and he's determined to win her back. Claiming
to be a changed man, he's finally able to say all
the things she needed to hear years ago, but can
she believe him? What makes this time different
from all his other broken promises? Ethan knows
he can't change their tumultuous past, but if he's
going to have any chance of being with the
woman he loves, he'll need to convince Cassie
that her future belongs with him. Don't miss this
stunning conclusion to the unforgettable love
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story that captivated over two million fans
online. "The emotions were superb. Hottest new
book couple!" -Jennifer Probst, New York Times
bestselling author of The Marriage Bargain
"Leisa Rayven crashes onto the romance scene,
laughing, flirting, and just daring us to put Bad
Romeo down. I couldn't!" -Christina Lauren,
New York Times bestselling author of Beautiful
Bastard
Remote Control - Andy McNab 2021-01-26
Inspired by his own career as a special forces
soldier, Andy McNab debuts his best-selling
series with action-packed, high-octane Remote
Control, a thrilling page turn you won't be able
to put down featuring ex-SAS trooper Nick
Stone. Tough, resourceful, ruthless - as a Special
Air Service (SAS) trooper, Nick Stone was one of
the best. Now he's back on the streets. After a
botched mission, the Regiment no longer want
his services, but British Intelligence does - as a
deniable operator. It's the dirtiest job in a very,
very dirty world. In Washington DC, it's about to
get dirtier still. On the apparently routine tail of
two terrorists, Stone discovers the bodies of an
ex-SAS officer and his family. Soon he's on the
run with the lone survivor of the bloodbath - a
seven-year-old girl. And whilst she can identify
the killers, only Stone can keep them at bay and solve a mystery whose genesis takes him
back to the most notorious SAS mission in recent
history... Remote Control is the first of Andy
McNab's nineteen Nick Stone thrillers bestsellers whose landscape is so compellingly
close to the truth that they had to be vetted by
the Ministry of Defense, and could only be
published as fiction...
The Promise of Stardust - Priscille Sibley
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2013-02-05
Priscille Sibley’s The Promise of Stardust is a
haunting and unforgettable debut novel about
life and death and love, set against a moral
dilemma that may leave you questioning your
own beliefs. Matt Beaulieu has loved Elle
McClure since he was two years old. Now
married and expecting their first child, Elle
suffers a fatal accident. To keep the baby alive,
Matt goes against his wife’s wishes and keeps
his wife on life support. But Matt’s mother
thinks that Elle should be euthanized, and she’s
ready to fight for what she believes is the right
thing. A stunning, compassionate examination of
one of the most intricate ethical issues of our
time, The Promise of Stardust, will stay with you,
long after the last page has been read.
The Richest Man In Babylon. Illustrated - George
Samuel Clason 2021-05-14
To fulfill all his wildest dreams, modern man
must first use principles of personal financial
management to succeed in matters of money.
The financial plan outlined in this book is an
accessible and fascinating modern economic
approach to getting rich. George Samuel
Clayson wrote and published the collected
essays on austerity and financial success over
four years. The book demonstrates key
principles in money management through stories
and parables set in Ancient Babylon and
recounted by Arkad, a formerly poor scribe who
became the richest man in Babylon. The original
pamphlets were read by millions of people and
the "The Richest Man in Babylon" endures as a
recommended modern literature classic on
economics, financial management and selfdevelopment. Other well known book: The
Intelligent Investor (Benjamin Graham), Think
and Grow Rich (Napoleon Hill) The text is
reproduced from the original publications of
1920-1924.
Só a gente sabe o que sente - Fred Elboni
2022-09-01
Quando começou a escrever, Frederico Elboni, o
Fred, não imaginava que aqueles sentimentos
que colocava no papel também eram
compartilhados por outras pessoas. Mas quando
o blog Entenda os homens estourou, ele
percebeu que seus textos conversavam com
muita gente. Só a gente sabe o que sente é uma
reunião de crônicas que falam sobre assuntos
livros-frederico-elboni

que muitas vezes temos pouca ou nenhuma
coragem de expressar, uma representação
daquelas conversas que temos com a gente
mesmo ou com o teto do nosso quarto antes de
dormir. Nestas páginas, Fred abre o coração e a
intimidade, expondo pensamentos que estavam
guardados no cantinho mais profundo de sua
mente e que, até agora, poucos conheciam.
Prepare-se para entrar no mundo de Fred e ver
que, como você, ele também sofre com as
incertezas da vida, o medo de errar e os amores
perdidos.
Liquid Fear - Zygmunt Bauman 2013-05-08
Modernity was supposed to be the period in
human history when the fears that pervaded
social life in the past could be left behind and
human beings could at last take control of their
lives and tame the uncontrolled forces of the
social and natural worlds. And yet, at the dawn
of the twenty-first century, we live again in a
time of fear. Whether its the fear of natural
disasters, the fear of environmental catastrophes
or the fear of indiscriminate terrorist attacks, we
live today in a state of constant anxiety about the
dangers that could strike unannounced and at
any moment. Fear is the name we give to our
uncertainty in the face of the dangers that
characterize our liquid modern age, to our
ignorance of what the threat is and our
incapacity to determine what can and can't be
done to counter it. This new book by Zygmunt
Bauman one of the foremost social thinkers of
our time is an inventory of liquid modern fears.
It is also an attempt to uncover their common
sources, to analyse the obstacles that pile up on
the road to their discovery and to examine the
ways of putting them out of action or rendering
them harmless. Through his brilliant account of
the fears and anxieties that weigh on us today,
Bauman alerts us to the scale of the task which
we shall have to confront through most of the
current century if we wish our fellow humans to
emerge at its end feeling more secure and selfconfident than we feel at its beginning.
You Are Irreplaceable - Augusto Cury
2013-07-16
Part of being human is experiencing setbacks,
both minor and major. What can set you apart is
how you deal with them. In You Are
Irreplaceable, author Augusto Cury encourages
you to get back to a time when you were driven
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by the dream of being alive, not controlled by
your troubles and opponents. You Are
Irreplaceable takes you on a winding spiritual
journey starting when your life was simple and
uncomplicated. sampling of Augusto's
inspirational reflections: "Criticize every
negative thought—complacency, compliance,
and passivity must all be questioned and the
causes of inner conflict must be considered.
Demand happiness, confidence, and well-being.
Broaden your emotional range and embrace new
experiences. Be the author, not the victim, of
your history!" Augusto Cury can help you cope
with failure, grief, and fear. Let him inspire
success, well-being, and happiness.
The Rake - Suzanne Enoch 2009-03-17
A Regency romp about a young lady who vows
revenge on the rakish lord who loved and left
her, only to find herself unexpectedly caught in
Cupid′s net along with the handsome viscount
when her plan to love and leave him backfires.
The Eternal Son - Cristovão Tezza 2013-08-29
In this multi-award-winning autobiographical
novel, Cristovão Tezza draws his readers into
the mind of a young father whose son, Felipe, is
born with Down syndrome. From the initial
shock of diagnosis, and through his growing
understanding of the world of hospitals and
therapies, Tezza threads the story of his son’s
life with his own. Felipe, who lives in an eternal
present, becomes a remarkable young man; for
Tezza, however, the story is a settling of
accounts with himself and his own limitations
and, ultimately, a coming to terms with the
sublime ironies and arbitrariness of life. He
struggles with the phantom of shame, as if his
son’s condition were an indication of his own
worth, and yearns for a ‘normal’ world that is
always out of reach. Reading this compelling
book is like stumbling through a trap door into
the writer’s mind, where nothing is censored,
and everything is constantly examined and
reinterpreted. What emerges is a hard-won
philosophy of everyday life. It is extraordinary to
encounter a common human drama — the birth
of a disabled child — investigated profoundly by
a father who happens to be a gifted writer. The
Eternal Son is an honest and insightful story by
one of Brazil’s foremost contemporary novelists,
here beautifully translated by Alison Entrekin. It
is world literature at its finest.
livros-frederico-elboni

On the Other Side - Carrie Hope Fletcher
2018-11-06
THE NUMBER ONE SUNDAY TIMES
BESTSELLER FROM THE STAR OF THE
ADDAMS FAMILY MUSICAL. EXCLUSIVE!
Contains an extract from Carrie's next novel All
That She Can See, out July 13th! 'Reminded me
so much of Cecelia Ahern' Ali McNamara
'Utterly enchanting' Jill Mansell Your soul is too
heavy to pass through this door, Leave the
weight of the world in the world from before
Evie Snow is eighty-two when she quietly passes
away in her sleep, surrounded by her children
and grandchildren. It's the way most people wish
to leave the world but when Evie reaches the
door of her own private heaven, she finds that
she's become her twenty-seven-year-old self and
the door won't open. Evie's soul must be light
enough to pass through so she needs to get rid
of whatever is making her soul heavy. For Evie,
this means unburdening herself of the three
secrets that have weighed her down for over
fifty years, so she must find a way to reveal them
before it's too late. As Evie begins the journey of
a lifetime, she learns more about life and love
than she ever thought possible, and somehow,
some way, she may also find her way back to the
only man she ever truly loved . . . Powerful,
magical and utterly romantic, On the Other Side
will transport you to a world that is impossible to
forget. A love story like no other, it will have you
weeping from the sheer joy and beauty of it all.
The Isaiah Effect - Gregg Braden 2009-02-04
Seventeen hundred years ago, key elements of
our ancient heritage were lost, relegated to the
esoteric traditions of mystery schools and sacred
orders. Among the most empowering of the
forgotten elements are references to a science
with the power to bring everlasting healing to
our bodies and initiate an unprecedented era of
peace and cooperation between governments
and nations. In his groundbreaking new book,
The Isaiah Effect, Gregg Braden turns to the
Isaiah Scroll, perhaps the most important of the
Dead Sea Scrolls discovered in 1946, to offer
insight into a powerful form of ancient prayer. In
The Isaiah Effect, Braden, author of Awakening
to Zero Point and Walking Between the Worlds,
combines research in quantum physics with the
works of the prophet Isaiah and the ancient
Essenes. He demonstrates how prophecies of
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global catastrophe and suffering may only
represent future possibilities, rather than
forecast impending doom, and that we have the
power to influence those possibilities. In addition
to describing multiple futures, the Isaiah texts
take us one step further, clearly describing the
science of how we choose our futures. Tracing
key words of Isaiah's text back to their original
language, we discover how he taught a mode of
prayer that was lost to the West during Biblical
editing in the fourth century. Braden offers
detailed accounts of how elements of this mode
of prayer have been applied in a variety of
situations, ranging from healing life-threatening
conditions to entire villages using collective
prayer to prevail during the 1998 fires in
southern Peru. In each instance, the correlation
between the offering of the prayer and a shift of
the events in question was beyond coincidence-the prayers had measurable effects! As modern
science continues to validate a relationship
between our outer and inner worlds, it becomes
more likely that a forgotten bridge links the
world of our prayers with that of our experience.
Each time we engage ourselves, our loved ones,
and our communities with Isaiah's life-affirming
message of hope, we secure nothing less than
our future and the future of the only home we
know.
The First Last Kiss - Ali Harris 2013-01-17
PS, I Love You meets One Day in this magical
tearjerker from a rising star in female fiction
How do you hold on to a love that is slowly
slipping away from you? Can you let go of the
past when you know what is in the future? And
how do you cope when you know that every kiss
is a countdown to goodbye? This is the story of a
love affair, of Ryan and Molly and how they fell
in love and were torn apart. The first time Molly
kissed Ryan, she knew they'd be together
forever. Six years and thousands of kisses later
she's married to the man she loves. But today,
when Ryan kisses her, Molly realises how many
of them she wasted because the future holds
something which neither of them could have
ever predicted… 'An adorable, heartwarming
tale of love and friendship which bubbles with
tenderness. Love it' Marie Claire 'Not since One
Day's Emma and Dexter have we fallen so hard
for a literary couple...The First Last Kiss will
burrow deep inside your head and heart, and
livros-frederico-elboni

will stay there long after you finish reading. 5
stars.' Heat
Heir to the Shadows - Anne Bishop 2007-08-07
In the second novel set in the “darkly fascinating
world” (SF Site) of Anne Bishop’s Black Jewels
Trilogy, ambitions unfurl as the realm’s dreams
of a liberator have finally been made flesh... The
Blood have waited centuries for the coming of
Witch, the living embodiment of magic. But
Jaenelle, the young girl singled out by prophecy,
is haunted by the cruel battles fought over
her—for not all the Blood await her as their
Savior. Some dismiss her as a myth. Some refuse
to believe. And still others look forward to using
her, making her a pawn to their shadowy
devices. Only time and the devotion of her loyal
guardians have healed Jaenelle’s physical
wounds. But her mind is fragile, barely able to
protect her from the horrifying memories of her
childhood. Nothing, however, can deflect her
from her destiny—and the day of reckoning
looms near. When her memories return. When
her magic matures. When she is forced to accept
her fate. On that day, the dark Realms will know
what it means to be ruled by Witch.
The Edge of Always - J. A. Redmerski
2013-11-05
New York Times bestselling author J. A.
Redmerski brings us the breathtaking sequel to
her novel The Edge of Never. When everything
falls apart, love remains . . . The Edge of Always
Camryn Bennett has never been happier. Five
months after meeting on a Greyhound bus, she
and her soul mate Andrew Parrish are engagedand a wedding isn't the only special event in
their future. Nervous but excited, Camryn can't
wait to begin the rest of her life with Andrew, a
man she knows in her heart will love her always.
They have so much to look forward to-until
tragedy blindsides them. Andrew doesn't
understand how this could happen to them. He's
trying to move on, and thought Camryn was
doing the same. But when Andrew discovers
Camryn is secretly harboring a mountain of pain
and attempting to numb it in damaging ways,
there is nothing he won't do to bring her back to
life. Determined to prove that their love can
survive anything, Andrew decides to take
Camryn on a new journey filled with hope and
passion. If only he can convince her to come
along for the ride...
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Perfect Days - Raphael Montes 2016-02-16
A twisted young medical student kidnaps the girl
of his dreams and embarks on a dark and
delirious road trip across Brazil in the Englishlanguage debut of Brazil's most celebrated
young crime writer. Teo Avelar is a loner. He
lives with his paraplegic mother and her dog in
Rio de Janeiro, he doesn't have many friends,
and the only time he feels honest human emotion
is in the presence of his medical school
cadaver—that is, until he meets Clarice. She's
almost his exact opposite: exotic, spontaneous,
unafraid to speak her mind. An aspiring
screenwriter, she's working on a screenplay
called Perfect Days about three friends who go
on a road trip across Brazil in search of
romance. Teo is obsessed. He begins to stalk
her, first following her to her university, then to
her home, and when she ultimately rejects him,
he kidnaps her and they embark upon their very
own twisted odyssey across Brazil, tracing the
same route outlined in her screenplay. Through
it all, Teo is certain that time is all he needs to
prove to Clarice that they are made for each
other, that time is all he needs to make her fall
in love with him. But as the journey progresses,
he digs himself deeper and deeper into a pit that
he can't get out of, stopping at nothing to ensure
that no one gets in the way of their life together.
Both tense and lurid, and brimming with
suspense from the very first page, Perfect Days
is a psychological thriller in the vein of Patricia
Highsmith's The Talented Mr. Ripley—a chilling
journey in the passenger seat with a psychopath,
and the English language debut of one of Brazil's
most deliciously dark young writers.
Us - David Nicholls 2014-10-28
David Nicholls brings the wit and intelligence
that graced his international bestseller One Day
to a compellingly human, deftly humorous new
novel about what holds marriages and families
together—and what happens when everything
threatens to fall apart. Douglas Petersen may be
mild mannered, but behind his reserve lies a
sense of humour that, against all odds, seduces
beautiful Connie into a second date . . . and
eventually into marriage. Now, almost three
decades after their relationship first blossomed
in London, they live more or less happily in the
suburbs with their moody seventeen-year-old
son, Albie. Then Connie tells Douglas she thinks
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she wants a divorce. The timing couldn’t be
worse. Hoping to encourage her son’s artistic
interests, Connie has planned a month-long tour
of European capitals, a chance to experience the
world’s greatest works of art as a family, and
she can’t bring herself to cancel. And maybe
going ahead with the original plan is for the best
anyway? Douglas is privately convinced that this
landmark trip will rekindle the romance in the
marriage, and may even help him to bond with
Albie. Narrated from Douglas’s endearingly
honest, slyly witty, and at times achingly
optimistic point of view, Us is the story of a man
trying to rescue his relationship with the woman
he loves and learning how to get closer to a son
who’s always felt like a stranger. Us is a moving
meditation on the demands of marriage and
parenthood as well as the intricate relationship
between the heart and the head. In David
Nicholls’s gifted hands, Douglas’s odyssey
brings Europe—from the streets of Amsterdam
to the famed museums of Paris, from the cafes of
Venice to the beaches of Barcelona—to vivid life
just as he experiences a powerful awakening of
his own. Will this summer be his last as a
husband, or the moment when he turns his
marriage, and maybe even his whole life,
around?
Leave Me - Gayle Forman 2016-09-08
It's every woman's fantasy: to pack a bag and
leave everything behind. Meet Maribeth Klein, a
harried working mother who is so busy taking
care of her husband and twins that she doesn’t
even realise that she has had a heart attack. But
her recuperation seems to be an imposition on
those who rely on her. So Maribeth does the
unthinkable – she packs a bag and leaves.
Maribeth has always wondered who she is and
where she comes from: and now's the time to
find out. Now, far from the demands of family
and career, she is finally able to own up to the
secrets she has been keeping from herself and
those she loves. From the bestselling author of If
I Stay and I Was Here comes a stunning new
novel for Forman’s adult readers, an unflinching
portrait of a woman confronting the joys and
sorrows of marriage, motherhood and
friendship. *~*~*Readers love Leave Me*~*~*
'[Leave Me] reminds you that we are all fragile
human beings, imperfect and all a work in
progress and above all, it reminds us that life is
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complex and frightening but not impossible' The
Bookbag ‘Read it, as they say, and weep’ Daily
Mail 'When I reached the end of this book, I was
in tears because of how honest and raw it was.
This book will really make you think very deeply
about your deepest desires' Twenty-Three Pages
'An appealing fairy tale for the exhausted and
underappreciated' Kirkus 'Deftly explores the
domestic struggles of 21st-century bourgeois
life. This is an insightful ode to—and cautionary
tale for—the overburdened working mother'
Book Page 'With humor and pathos, Forman
depicts Maribeth’s complicated situation and her
thoroughly satisfying arc, leaving readers feeling
as though they’ve really accompanied Maribeth
on her journey' Publishers Weekly
The Hour of the Star - Clarice Lispector 1992
In a haunting psychological tale of despair and
freedom, Macabea is ugly, underfed, sickly, and
unloved yet she fascinates Rodrigo because she
is unaware of how unhappy she should be
Conquering Shame and Codependency - Darlene
Lancer 2014-05-16
A nationally recognized author and
codependency expert examines the roots of
shame and its connection with codependent
relationships. Learn how to heal from their
destructive hold by implementing eight steps
that will empower the real you, and lead to
healthier relationships. Shame: the torment you
feel when you’re exposed, humiliated, or
rejected; the feeling of not being good enough.
It’s a deeply painful and universal emotion, yet is
not frequently discussed. For some, shame lurks
in the unconscious, undermining self-esteem,
destroying confidence, and leading to
codependency. These codependent
relationships—where we overlook our own needs
and desires as we try to care for, protect, or
please another—often cover up abuse, addiction,
or other harmful behaviors. Shame and
codependency feed off one another, making us
feel stuck, never able to let go, move on, and
become the true self we were meant to be. In
Conquering Shame and Codependency, Darlene
Lancer sheds new light on shame: how
codependents’ feelings and beliefs about shame
affect their identity, their behavior, and how
shame can corrode relationships, destroying
trust and love. She then provides eight steps to
heal from shame, learn to love yourself, and
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develop healthy relationships.
Taste Tibet - Julie Kleeman 2022-03
Health-giving, accessible, delicious recipes, put
together with passion and purpose, and
enlightening food stories from a civilisation that
has not yet lost touch with how to eat.
Women Who Run with the Wolves - Clarissa
Pinkola Estés 1999-01
New enhanced edition of the original
underground classic by Clarissa Pinkola
EstA(c)s, Ph.D., features rare interview excerpts
with this internationally acclaimed Jungian
analyst and cantadora (keeper of the old stories).
First released three years before the print
edition of Women Who Run With the Wolves
(Ballantine books, 1997) made publishing history
(more than 2 million copies sold worldwide), this
landmark audio probes the instinctual nature of
women through world myths, folktales, and
commentary. Through an exploration into the
nature of the wild woman archetype, Dr.
EstA(c)s helps listeners discover and reclaim
their passion, creativity, and power.
Codependency For Dummies - Darlene Lancer
2012-04-06
Codependency is much more widespread than
originally thought. You don’t even have to be in a
relationship. Codependents have trouble
accepting themselves, so they hide who they are
to be accepted by someone else. Codependency
for Dummies is the most comprehensive book on
the topic to date. It describes the history,
symptoms, causes, and relationship dynamics of
codependency and provides self-assessment
questionnaires. The majority of the book is
devoted to healing and lays out a clear plan for
recovery with exercises, practical advice, and
helpful daily reminders to help you know, honor,
protect, and express yourself. It clarifies deep
psychological dynamics that underlie
codependency, yet is written in a conversational
style that’s easily understandable by everyone.
You will learn: How to raise your self-esteem The
difference between care-giving and codependent
care-taking The difference between healthy and
dysfunctional families How to set boundaries
How to separate responsibility for yourself and
for others How to overcome guilt and
resentment
Break My Heart 1,000 Times - Daniel Waters
2012-10-16
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Living in the aftermath of the Event means that
seeing the dead is now a part of life, but
Veronica wishes that the ghosts would just move
on. Instead, the ghosts aren't disappearingthey're gaining power. When Veronica and her
friend, Kirk, decide to investigate why, they
stumble upon a more sinister plot than they ever
could have imagined. One of Veronica's high
school teachers is crippled by the fact that his
dead daughter has never returned as a ghost,
and he's haunted by the possibility that she's
waiting to reappear within a fresh body.
Veronica seems like the perfect host. And even if
he's wrong, what's the harm in creating one
more ghost? From critically acclaimed
Generation Dead author Daniel Waters, comes a
delectably creepy and suspenseful thriller. Break
My Heart 1,000 Times will leave readers with
the chills. Or is that a ghost reading over the
page?
A Place Without You - Jewel E. Ann 2018
The Law of Henna and Bodhi: When love breaks,
fall inward, fall together, and fall hard. Then let
time pick up the pieces. Everything feels
temporary when you've experienced tragedyuntil Henna Lane meets Bodhi at a music
festival. Young and spontaneous, they have a
lust for seizing the moment, falling hard and
fast. When Bodhi is forced to leave without a
goodbye, Henna thinks she'll never get over him.
But then she meets Mr. Malone, her sexy, new
guidance counselor. They are reckless. They are
forbidden. When their secret is discovered,
Henna has to choose between finishing schoolbanned from seeing Mr. Malone-or dropping out
to follow her nomad dreams. Henna chooses her
dreams. Over time, she learns that life is not a
destination or a journey, some things are more
than temporary, and the forbidden can never be
ignored. But if she returns for him, will he still
be hers? A Place Without You is an emotional
story of young love, shattered dreams, and
impossible decisions.
Children of Nazis - Tania Crasnianski 2018-02-06
The fascinating story of eight children of Third
Reich leaders, and their journey from
descendants of heroes to descendants of
criminals. In 1940, the German sons and
daughters of infamous Nazi dignitaries Himmler,
Göring, Hess, Frank, Bormann, Speer, and
Mengele were children of privilege at four, five,
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or ten years old, surrounded by affectionate, allpowerful parents. Although innocent and
unaware of what was happening at the time,
they eventually discovered the extent of their
father’s occupations: These men—their fathers
who were capable of loving their children and
receiving love in return—were leaders of the
Third Reich, and would later be convicted as
monstrous war criminals. For these children, the
German defeat was an earth-shattering source of
family rupture, the end of opulence, and the
jarring discovery of Hitler’s atrocities. How did
the offspring of these leaders deal with the
aftermath of the war and the skeletons that
would haunt them forever? Some chose to
disown their past. Others did not. Some
condemned their fathers; others worshiped them
unconditionally to the end. In this enlightening
book, Tania Crasnianski examines the
responsibility of eight descendants of Nazi
notables, caught somewhere between
stigmatization, worship, and amnesia. By tracing
the unique experiences of these children, she
probes at the relationship between them and
their fathers and examines the idea of how
responsibility for the fault is continually borne
by the descendants. “How does one live with the
burden of evil ancestry? There is no user’s
manual. The children of high-ranking Nazis
coped in remarkably varied ways. Tania
Crasnianski has researched their stories
carefully and tells them strikingly.” —Robert O.
Paxton, professor emeritus of history, Columbia
University “Forays such as this into the
underbelly of human history make for
demanding reading, but they are necessary if
history is to be kept from repeating itself, and
Crasnianski is to praised for her diligence and
candor.” —Booklist “The author brings to light
the fate of children who, after the fall of Nazism,
found themselves facing the monstrous reality of
their parents, as they considered them until then
like heroes. . . . A documentation of family,
memory and history.” —Le Point (France)
Eternity's Wheel - Neil Gaiman 2015-05-19
Joey Harker is a Leader. With InterWorld
trapped by HEX and his only other
companion—the mysterious Time Agent Acacia
Jones—missing in action, Joey's the only one left.
Though injured and alone, he refuses to give up.
How can he, when all the worlds are depending
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on him? As the threat of FrostNight looms ever
closer, Joey seeks out more of his fellow Walkers
across the Altiverse, training them as fast as he
can and trying to track down InterWorld Base
Town along the way. But even a solid team of
recruits—including Acacia's brother, Avery,
who's not a recruit so much as a tenuous
ally—can't prepare Joey for the ultimate
showdown with InterWorld's enemies, old and
new. Joey never wanted to be in charge. But he's
the one everyone is looking to now, and he'll
have to step up if he has any hope of saving
InterWorld, the Multiverse, and everything in
between. Eternity's Wheel is the heart-pounding
conclusion to the InterWorld series, full of time
and space travel, magic, science, and the
bravery of a young boy who must now face his
destiny as a young man.
Dream Year - Ben Arment 2014-08-05
"Arment helps readers identify and hone
entrepreneurial ideas, ultimately turning them
into fulfilling, exciting, and financially rewarding
enterprises." —Success Somewhere along your
road to adulthood, you pushed your dreams to
the side. You had to pay bills. You feared taking
a risk on yourself. If it’s any comfort, you’re far
from alone; 66 percent of Americans hate their
jobs. But what if someone could guide you, stepby-step, as you identify, plan, and launch your
dream career—in just one year. That’s what Ben
Arment does in his transformative coaching
class, which has helped hundreds of people
reinvent their lives to enjoy greater enthusiasm
and fulfillment while also making a living. Now
he’s sharing his best insights, advice, and
inspiring true stories in Dream Year. You’ll find
out how people just like you are discovering (or
rediscovering) what they were truly born to do,
then following a proven process to make it real.
There’s no dream too big (or too small) that is
beyond the power of Dream Year.
I'm Thinking of Ending Things - Iain Reid
2016-06-14
Now a Netflix original movie, this deeply scary
and intensely unnerving novel follows a couple
in the midst of a twisted unraveling of the
darkest unease. You will be scared. But you
won’t know why… I’m thinking of ending things.
Once this thought arrives, it stays. It sticks. It
lingers. It’s always there. Always. Jake once said,
“Sometimes a thought is closer to truth, to
livros-frederico-elboni

reality, than an action. You can say anything,
you can do anything, but you can’t fake a
thought.” And here’s what I’m thinking: I don’t
want to be here. In this smart and intense
literary suspense novel, Iain Reid explores the
depths of the human psyche, questioning
consciousness, free will, the value of
relationships, fear, and the limitations of
solitude. Reminiscent of Jose Saramago’s early
work, Michel Faber’s cult classic Under the
Skin, and Lionel Shriver’s We Need to Talk
about Kevin, “your dread and unease will mount
with every passing page” (Entertainment
Weekly) of this edgy, haunting debut. Tense,
gripping, and atmospheric, I’m Thinking of
Ending Things pulls you in from the very first
page…and never lets you go.
Daughter of the Forest - Juliet Marillier
2010-04-01
Daughter of the Forest is a testimony to an
incredible author's talent, a first novel and the
beginning of a trilogy like no other: a mixture of
history and fantasy, myth and magic, legend and
love. Lord Colum of Sevenwaters is blessed with
six sons: Liam, a natural leader; Diarmid, with
his passion for adventure; twins Cormack and
Conor, each with a different calling; rebellious
Finbar, grown old before his time by his gift of
the Sight; and the young, compassionate
Padriac. But it is Sorcha, the seventh child and
only daughter, who alone is destined to defend
her family and protect her land from the Britons
and the clan known as Northwoods. For her
father has been bewitched, and her brothers
bound by a spell that only Sorcha can lift. To
reclaim the lives of her brothers, Sorcha leaves
the only safe place she has ever known, and
embarks on a journey filled with pain, loss, and
terror. When she is kidnapped by enemy forces
and taken to a foreign land, it seems that there
will be no way for her to break the spell that
condemns all that she loves. But magic knows no
boundaries, and Sorcha will have to choose
between the life she has always known and a
love that comes only once. Juliet Marillier is a
rare talent, a writer who can imbue her
characters and her story with such warmth, such
heart, that no reader can come away from her
work untouched. At the Publisher's request, this
title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
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SECRET Shared - L. Marie Adeline 2013-10-15
The hotly anticipated sequel to the erotic
sensation S.E.C.R.E.T., where women’s sexual
fantasies become reality Still wounded from a
recent heartbreak over her boss and lover, Will,
Cassie Robichaud throws herself into service
with S.E.C.R.E.T., the mysterious organization
that changed her forever by bringing her
deepest sexual fantasies to life, one step at a
time. Now, it’s Cassie’s turn to guide the group’s
newest candidate, Dauphine Mason, recruiting
men to execute a new set of fantasies. At thirtyone, Dauphine is the proprietor of a New
Orleans vintage clothing store. She’s been
harboring a crush on Mark Drury, a local rock
star, but is too shy to put herself out there with
him. She turns to S.E.C.R.E.T. to reignite her
sexual flame and find the confidence to risk her
heart again with another man. As Cassie worries
that the right time will never come for her and
Will, she finds inspiration helping Dauphine in
S.E.C.R.E.T. Both women navigate the rocky
path between their hearts and their passions,
hoping to discover what they truly want in life
and in love. S.E.C.R.E.T. Shared is a romantic,
adventurous, and sexually charged sequel to one
of the hottest new series in erotica. Now with an
excerpt from L. Marie Adeline's final book in the
SECRET trilogy, SECRET Revealed.
Soldier Dog - Sam Angus 2013-04-16
Follows the World War I experiences of Stanley,
who upon joining the war effort to escape his
father is assigned to the experimental War Dog
School, where he trains a Great Dane with whom
he attempts to find his missing soldier brother.
A Brilliant Madness - Robert M. Drake
2016-10-11
These poems, taken from the last decade of
Drake's work, trace the devolution of a society
gone brilliantly mad.
Powerful - Patty McCord 2018-01-09
Named by The Washington Post as one of the 11
Leadership Books to Read in 2018 When it
comes to recruiting, motivating, and creating
great teams, Patty McCord says most companies
have it all wrong. McCord helped create the
unique and high-performing culture at Netflix,
where she was chief talent officer. In her new
book, Powerful: Building a Culture of Freedom
and Responsibility, she shares what she learned
there and elsewhere in Silicon Valley. McCord
livros-frederico-elboni

advocates practicing radical honesty in the
workplace, saying good-bye to employees who
don’t fit the company’s emerging needs, and
motivating with challenging work, not promises,
perks, and bonus plans. McCord argues that the
old standbys of corporate HR—annual
performance reviews, retention plans, employee
empowerment and engagement programs—often
end up being a colossal waste of time and
resources. Her road-tested advice, offered with
humor and irreverence, provides readers a
different path for creating a culture of high
performance and profitability. Powerful will
change how you think about work and the way a
business should be run.
The End - Fernanda Torres 2017-07-11
The End centers on five friends in Rio de Janeiro
who, nearing the end of their lives, are left with
memories—of parties, marriages, divorces,
fixations, inhibitions, bad decisions—and the
physical indignities of aging. Alvaro lives alone
and spends his time going from doctor to doctor
and bemoaning the evils of his ex-wife. Silvio is a
junkie who can’t give up the excesses of sex and
drugs even in his old age. Ribeiro is an athletic
beach bum enjoying a prolonged sex life thanks
to Viagra. Neto is the square member of the
group, a faithful husband until his last days. And
Ciro is the Don Juan envied by all—but the first
to die, struck down by cancer. For all of them,
successful careers, personal revelations, and
Zen serenity are out of the question, blocked by
a seemingly insurmountable wall of frustrations.
Orbiting around them are a priest questioning
his vocation and a cast of complicated women,
neglected and embattled by these self-involved
men. Edgy and wise, this tragicomic debut
delves into taboo subjects—death, infidelity,
impotence, the difficulties of marriage—with
unsentimental honesty, and brings Rio and these
characters to life in full color.
Magical Beginnings, Enchanted Lives - Deepak
Chopra, M.D. 2005-03-22
A much-needed antidote to our modern,
assembly-line approach to childbirth, this new
book is designed as a guide for all who wish to
participate in the wondrous process of bringing
new life into the world. Its ideas derive from two
sources: the ancient wisdom of Ayurveda, with
its emphasis on body, mind, and spirit, and the
latest Western scientific prenatal research. By
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integrating the best information from these two
very different perspectives, this remarkable
book gives readers the tools to ensure that our
children are nourished by thoughts, words, and
actions from the very moment of conception.
Magical Beginnings, Enchanted Lives is rich in
practical information, including strategies to
help enliven the body intelligence of unborn
babies by nourishing each of their five senses, as
well as through Ayurvedically balanced nutrition
and eating with awareness. Specific yoga poses
and meditation techniques reduce the mother’s
stress and improve the infant’s emotional
environment, as do tips for conscious
communication with a partner. Exercises
prepare parents for the experience of childbirth
itself, followed by natural approaches to dealing
with the first weeks of parenting, from healing
herbs to enhancing your milk supply to coping
with postpartum depression. Inspiring,
expansive, and remarkably informative, this
unique book from acclaimed experts in mindbody medicine will profoundly enhance the
experience of pregnancy and birth for both
parents and baby.
How to Love - Katie Cotugno 2014-11-18
For fans of Sarah Dessen and John Green, this is
a breathtaking debut about a couple who fall in
love...twice. Before: Reena Montero has loved
Sawyer LeGrande for as long as she can
remember. But he's never noticed that Reena
even exists...until one day, impossibly, he does.
Reena and Sawyer fall in messy, complicated
love. Then Sawyer disappears without a word,
leaving a devastated—and pregnant—Reena
behind. After: Almost three years have passed,
and there's a new love in Reena's life: her
daughter. Reena's gotten used to life without
Sawyer, but just as suddenly as he disappeared,
he turns up again. Reena wants nothing to do
with him, though she'd be lying if she said his
being back wasn't stirring something in her.
After everything that's happened, can Reena
really let herself love Sawyer LeGrande again?
This Star Won't Go Out - Esther Earl
2014-02-06
The fixed format edition of This Star Won't Go
Out, matching the original design of the print
edition, without resizable text. A collection of the
journals, fiction, letters, and sketches of the late
Esther Grace Earl, who passed away in 2010 at
livros-frederico-elboni

the age of 16. Photographs and essays by family
and friends help to tell Esther's story, along with
an introduction by award-winning author John
Green who dedicated his #1 bestselling novel
The Fault in Our Stars to her. Wayne and Lori
Earl are the parents of the late Esther Earl and
founders of the non-profit organization This Star
Won't Go Out (tswgo.org), whose mission it is to
financially assist families struggling through the
journey of a child living with cancer. Together
Wayne and Lori have created a financial and
emotional support system for more than 50
families struggling with childhood cancer, giving
out nearly $100,000, from purchases of TSWGO
bracelets, through donations given individually,
at LeakyCon, and Project for Awesome; and by
fabulous fundraisers planned and implemented
by individuals and groups. TSWGO also funds
occasional projects that fit their mission
statement, such as sponsoring events for
children with cancer, giving financial support to
pediatric cancer research, and other related
projects.
Muito amor, por favor - Arthur Aguiar
2016-09-02
Esse livro reúne textos que mostram o amor do
ponto de vista de quatro jovens que escrevem
sobre relacionamentos legítimos e atuais, que
souberam se reinventar. Sem medo de expressar
seus sentimentos, deixam para trás estereótipos
já obsoletos – como o controlador machista ou o
piegas choroso – e falam sobre viver a dois e
sobre a natureza das relações em todos os seus
aspectos. O AMOR É ÁGUA Arthur Aguiar
escreve sobre o amor quando ele é como a água:
pode ser agradavelmente quente ou ferir se ficar
gelado e rígido. Por vezes é tempestade, por
vezes, calmaria. Mas quando é fluido, torna-se
profundo e amolda-se a tudo. O AMOR É AR
Frederico Elboni fala sobre o amor ar, aquele
que é leve, que eleva, faz flutuar. Mostra como é
amar sem peso, sem amarras. Mesmo quando
vem um vendaval, logo volta a ser a brisa,
envolvendo os apaixonados com carinho e
cuidado. O AMOR É FOGO Ique Carvalho
escreve sobre o amor quando ele é fogo, que
arde, arrebata, aquece a alma, mas às vezes
incendeia até doer. Pode se manter como brasa
por muito tempo, aguardando a chance de ser
chama de novo, ou até renascer das cinzas O
AMOR É TERRA Matheus Rocha fala sobre do
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amor do tipo terra, aquele estável, certo, que
traz segurança, mas que pode, de vez em
quando, provocar terremotos que abalam
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estruturas, tiram tudo do lugar e viram a rotina
de ponta-cabeça.
The Psychiatrist and Other Stories - Machado de
Assis 1966
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